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Somé geochemical paramétere of the 50-80 m thick Lowwer 
and Middle Oligocene , upw&rds decreasingly calcareous shale 
series were studied on cores of three key boreholes /A: Alcsut- 
doboz-3; B: Kiscell-1; C: Cserépváralja-1/ and of several 
shallow boreholes in the Pelsőpetény area /P/ in the labora- 
tories of the Hungárián Geological Institute, using standard 
organic geochemical LC, GC, IR methods and OES microelement 
determinations.

From bottom to top a nőt laminated, a moderately laminated 
and a strongly laminated member can be distinguished. A parallel 
increase in the percentage of HCl-insolible residue /from.
40-60 % to '75-85 %/ and of the C content /from 0.3-1,0 to 
1,0-4,1 % /  could be established /Pig. 1/. This can be inter- 
preted in terms of increasing isolation of the deeper /'rátér 
body and of increasing contribution of terrigenous materials, 
reculting in a higher rate of sedimentation.

Pig. 2 displays somé organic geochemical features of the 
investigated samples. On the basis of maturation indices cai- 
culated

bitumen ma; , HC % , HC mg the organic mát tér
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turnéd out to be immature. Only the samples from the shallow 
holes show a slightly higher degree of maturation, suggesting 
somé régiónál influence.

The type of the organic matter is mixed /aquatic and ter- 
restrial.In the case of the sample sets of B and 1 P, the ter- 
restrial components seem to prevail /higher negative values,
lower HGsat/HCaro ratio, strong aromatic absorption bands in
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the IR spectra.
The organic geochemical evidence supports the assumption 

of an oxygen-depleted to strongly anoxic environment of sedi- 
mentation during Early Oligocene time, in contrast to the well 
aerated marine nevironment of the Laté Eocéné.

Optical emission spectra wwere evaluated fór 14 elements 
/B, Ba, Co, Cr, Cu, Ga, Mn, Mo, Ni, Pb, Ti, V, Zr/.
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